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MEASUREMENT OF THE PURCHASING POWER OF INCOMES
WITH LINEAR EXPANSION DATA AN ABSTRACT
nv S. N. AFRIAT
Purchasing power is attributed to an income taken as an indivisible whole. It
does not bear on money which is not thus specifically identified. The object of
purchasing power measurement is to decide the relation between incomes which
are to be considered as having the same purchasing power in two periods inwhich
prices are different. In principle this could be any monotonic increasing relation.
But in usual practice it is established as a homogeneous linear relation, determined
by a single number, the "price-index" which gives the slope of the relation.
The question of comparison is understood in terms of a hypothetical utility
relation which regulates expenditures. An income is spent for the effect of main-
taining a standard of living. This standard of living is the final value of the income,
and represents its purchasing power. But money does not purchase a standard of
living directly. Rather, it purchases a bundle of goods. Then the bundle of goods,
in being consumed, produces the use-value or utility which provides the standard
of living.
Income and prices together determine the set of bundles of goods which are
attainable, this being the budget set. It is assumed that income is spent efficiently,
so as to obtain the best bundle in that set, that is, the one which is of greatest
utility. With some provisors about utility (it is continuous, and represents that
greater quantities of goods give higher utility) this is equivalent to the supposition
that the utility attained could not be attained with any less money. If prices
change, the budget set is altered and consequently so is the utility purchasing
power of the income. A different income is needed to attain the samestandard of
living, and this is determined from the utility order.
This states the theoretical concept of comparison of income purchasing powers
at different prices. However, the method used in practice does not come from this
immediately. Instead it proceeds on a basis, not offered by the general comparison
concept, that prices have a "level". It is taken that a ratio of price "levels" is
expressed by a "price-index" given by some kind of average of individual price
ratios. In order to keep constant purchasing power as prices change. incomes
must be adjusted in proportion to the price level. With this scheme there is a
homogeneous linear relation between equivalent incomes.
The supposition of a homogeneous linear relation between equivalent
incomes at different prices has several equivalent expressions. In terms of utility,
it is that the utility relation be a cone, and in terms of demand behaviourit is that
any expansion path be a ray through the origin. The last statementshows that when
prices are fixed the pattern of consumption, defined by the proportions of quanti-
ties demanded, is also fixed and independent of income.
A consequent defect in the use of a price-index is that it permits no recognition
of variation in the pattern ofconsumption at different levels of income. The simplest
199remedy for this defectis to adopt amore general hypothesis, allowing a general
linear relation betweenequivalett incomes. This correspondsto a more general form of utilityand allows expansionpaths to be general lines riot necessarily
passing through theorigin. Thus when pricesare fixed the pattern of consumption varies with incomeHowever, the marginalpattern, defined by proportions of quantities added to demandfor a small addition ofincome, is still fixed. This can be recognizedas a remaining defect, sincein reality not only the pattern butalso the marginalpattern significantly varies inmovement from low to high incomes, turning away fromnecessities towards luxuries.But it is a lesser defect, and it preserves the practical simplicityof a linear relation betweenequivalent incomes. This non-hornogeneotisextension of the price-indexmethod can be called themarginal price-indexmethod. It producesa general linear relation between
equivalent incomes, theslope of which definesthe marginal price-index. The re!atjon itself is determinedby both the slope andalso one point of it, for instance an intercept on one ofthe axes, or generallyany one pair of incomes which it represents as equivaleiit. Thusessentially two numbersare involved, instead of just one as in theusual homogeneousmethod.
Though the marginalprice-index does not byitself establisha comparison between incomes, itgives a comparisonbetween income incrementsby giving the ratio of incrementswhich when appliedto equivalent incomes willleave then-i still equivalent. Thuslike the homogeneousprice-index it providesa general valuation of money butthe significance isspecifically more limited. Itis not an index of generalpurchasing power ofmoney in the way thata homogeneous index admits interpretationby virtue of homogeneityRather it consolidatesthe repudia- tion of that idea, andwith that the idea thatprices can always betreated as having 'icvel ".
This paper reviewsstandard practice basedon the usual homogeneous Laspeyres price-index,and then studiesa modification employing thesame data which shows thecorresponding non-homogeneousmethod,*
LJnirersjt'of Ottawa
* The eriicle appears In theJournal of Econometrics 2(1974).
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